
60 Pack Sports Training Discs Markers Cones Soccer AFL Exercise
Personal Fitness

RRP: $54.95

Coaches and parents all over the world know the value of brightly

coloured cones and markers to teach athletes to mark off courses, define

playing field boundaries, or mark off goals. Whether it's a slalom course to

improve quickness and agility, creating smaller areas in a large field for

athletes to work on specific skills, or creating an area in the centre of an

ice rink during open sessions for more advanced skaters to work on

jumps and spins. Also, they're the ideal tool to teach beginning bikers

manoeuvrability. And, they make great toys for the younger kids in your

family.

Unlike most markers or cones, this set of 60 cones from Randy & Travis

Machinery are durable and brightly coloured, making them especially

valuable training aids for younger players, who often are so focused on

learning their skills that they don't see the markers. They're perfect for

teaching agility and speed in basketball, soccer, hockey players, or any

other athlete whose sport requires quickness of foot, quick starts, and

turns. Crafted from forgiving yet tough plastic, these cones can take all

your athletes give out, yet give easily to prevent injury in case of a

collision. They're stackable and come with an easy-carry stand with a

handle so you can carry it easily from your home or office to the sports

venue. Don't start the next season without these cones. Get yours today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

•           Material: Plastic

•           Colours: Blue, yellow, red, green, orange, and white

•           Dimensions: 19 x 5cm (D x H)

•           Quantity: 60 cones

•           Accessories: Stand with handle for carrying
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